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QUESTION 1

Trending data limits: Maximum number of trended datasets per user and rows per snapshot: 

A. 5 per user, 200,000 per snapshot 

B. 10 per user, 100,000 per snapshot 

C. 10 per user, 200,000 per snapshot 

D. 5 per user, 100,000 per snapshot 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The Einstein Analytics team at a company created a clataset based on the 

Opportunity__c custom object. The VP of Sales reports seeing the message "No 

results found" when opening the dataset to explore it. Other users below the VP in the role hierarchy can see rows on
the same dataset. Which two problems might be causing this issue? 

A. The Salesforce profile for the VP does not have read permission on some fields of the Opportunity__c custom object 

B. The Security Predicates set up at the dataset level are preventing the VP from seeing data 

C. The dataset is inheriting sharing from Salesforce and the VP can see more than 3000 rows 

D. The Salesforce profile for the VP does not have read permission on the Opportunity__c custom object 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

How many stories can you create in Analytics Plus? 

A. 5,000 

B. 1,000, but more can be purchased 

C. 75, but more can be purchased 

D. 500, but more can be purchased 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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A Senior Sales Business Analyst asks for a dashboard that contains fiscal year product opportunities. Information is
maintained in a spreadsheet which is comprehensive, but its contents often need to be explained. After sketching the
dashboard, the consultant is ready to start building. 

Which concept should be applied to this dashboard? 

A. Limit widget actions and exploration so users will focus only on the high-level information. 

B. Use the different chart types to make the dashboard interesting and appealing. 

C. Design the dashboard with the desktop in mind and use the same layout for mobile devices for consistency. 

D. Use charts to help users ask questions, not illustrate a conclusion. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_dashboard_build_tips.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 5

A consultant built a very useful Einstein Analytics app for Sales Operations and they want to share its 

contents with the rest of Global Sales. However, they do not want to add everyone in Sales to their app. 

The consultant recommends extending the Sales Operations app and distributing it as an Einstein 

Analytics template app, but needs to locate specific information to get started. 

What is the REST API URL where the consultant can find current template apps? 

A. /services/data/v##.#/wave/apps 

B. /services/data/v##.#/analytics/wizard 

C. /services/data/v##.#/wave/templates 

D. /services/data/v##.#/analytics/projects 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What are the steps in the data exploration process? 

A. View, Explore, Refine, Save, Share 

B. View, Explore, Reduce, Save, Share 

C. Download, View, Refine, Save, Share 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

Which security feature can be used to give Regional Development Coordinator roles access to only their designated
regions and seed bank orders? 

A. Inherited security 

B. Security predicates 

C. Separate apps for each region 

D. Sharing rules 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

How many external files can be uploaded to Einstein Analytics on rolling 24 hour basis? 

A. 100 files per dataset 

B. 300 files per dataset 

C. 500 files per dataset 

D. 50 files Per dataset 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Can you share data from a widget? 

A. No, you can\\'t share data from a widget. 

B. Select the step of the widget and share data. 

C. Select "Share" icon, click on "Download", and select "Download in .png, .XLS, or CSV" format. 

D. Only with the proper Einstein Analytics Platform license. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

How many concurrent stories per org are allowed? 

A. 5 

B. 4 
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C. 2 

D. 1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What is an Einstein Discovery story? 

A. An account of imaginary or real people and events told for entertainment 

B. A collection of graphs, statistical analysis, and text that helps you understand the relationships between multiple
outcome variables and the factors that influence those variables 

C. A collection of graphs, statistical analysis, and text that proves exactly what caused an outcome 

D. A collection of graphs, statistical analysis, and text that helps you understand the relationships between a single
outcome variable and the factors that influence that variable 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A new field called "CardBalance" is added to the standard object. Account. The team wants to add this new field to an
Einstein Analytics dataset that sources the Account object; however, the team needs to limit the users who are able to
view that field\\'s data in the dataset. 

How can an Einstein Consultant help them implement this new requirement? 

A. Add the new field to the existing dataset and use the XMO file parameters to hide the new field from users who
should not have access to it. 

B. Add the new field to the existing dataset and activate "Sharing inheritance" in the Account object so only users who
have access to the field in Salesforce will have access in Einstein Analytics. 

C. Create a new Account dataset containing the new field and give access to this dataset only to users who should be
able to see the new field. 

D. Add the new field to the existing dataset and use "Security Predicates\\' to hide it from users who should not access
it. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

In Einstein Discovery: 

A. \\'What Is The Difference\\' insights are comparative insights that help you better understand the relationships
between explanatory variables and the goal (target outcome variable) in your story. These insights, based on a
statistical analysis of your dataset, help you figure out which factors contribute to the biggest changes in the outcome
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variable. Einstein Discovery uses waterfall charts to help you visualize comparisons in What Is The Difference insights. 

B. \\'Why It Happened\\' insights help you take a deeper look into the exact factors that led to an outcome. Why It
Happened s/ Q insights drill deeper into the various factors that contributed to your story\\'s goal. These insights are
based on a statistical analysis of your dataset. Einstein Discovery uses waterfall charts to help you visualize Why It
Happened insights. 

C. \\'Predictions and Improvements\\' insights help you explore what might happen in the future. For example, you can
interactively perform "what if analyses in your story. Einstein Discovery provides you with predictions and suggested
improvements based on a statistical analysis of your dataset and predictive analytics. To help you visualize these
insights, Einstein Discovery uses: 

D. - waterfall charts for predictions 

-bar charts for suggested improvements 

E. \\'What Happened\\' insights are the primary insights in your story. They are descriptive insights that help you explore,
at an y/ Q overview level, what factors contributed to the outcome, based on a statistical analysis of your dataset.
.Einstein Discovery uses bar charts to help you visualize What Happened insights. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which Einstein Analytics asset or assets are created when using an App Template to create an app? 

A. The app, dataflows and datasets, dashboards, and permission sets 

B. The app, dataflows and datasets, and dashboards 

C. The app, dataflows and datasets, and users 

D. An empty app 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

How do you open the Actions menu for a particular case shown in a dashboard? 

A. Click the Actions bar from a bubble chart 

B. Hover over the case number column of the values table widget and click the arrow that appears 

C. Double-click the case number in the Actions widget 

D. Simply @mention the case manager for that segment 

Correct Answer: B 
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